
 

 
 

VeloNotte™  
 

9 April – 23 April, Schusev Museum of Architecture  

VeloNotte at the Museum –  

14 cities on Earth 
VeloNotte, international urban history startup on two wheels, 
celebrates its 10th anniversary with an exhibition-workout in the 
State Schusev Museum of Architecture in Moscow. 
 
Just a few steps from Kremlin, Velonotte converts the room of the 18th century 
mansion into a cycling studio. Once you start to pedal the journey will bring you to 
one of the cities that the project explored so far.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VeloNotte started in 2007 almost by chance: architecture historian and urban activist 
Sergey Nikitin came into possession of a bike – thanks to friends. «It was a summer 
night and architecture looked epic in the magnificent silence without neon lights and 
daily chaos – like you usually see it in the drawings. Friends told me it's crazy to tour 
architecture by night but people just loved it. And we still enjoy doing it in various 
cities».  
 
Each Velonotte tour has a theme to follow: From architecture to urban life, 
from landscape design, social history to corruption and greedy development. 
These episodes are commented by experts, sometimes enriched by art 
performances & original soundtrack.  
 
Let the bright heads guide us in the night! 
Being expert of the 20th century architecture in Moscow and Rome, Sergey decided 
to invite colleagues to be co-speakers of Velonotte. Among first to join there were 
Anna Bronovitskaya (MARKHI institute) in Moscow, Jean-Louis Cohen 
(Princeton university) in Velonotte Rome, Alessandro DeMagistris (Politecnico di 
Milano) in Irkutsk, Ilbert Ortayli (Ankara university) in Velonotte Istanbul Magic 
Shores. Soon architects Peter Eisenman, Richard Rogers, Sergey Tchoban, Peter 



Murray, David Adjaye, Richard Burdett as well as historians Peter Ackroyd, 
Vladimir Paperny, Vladimir Voinovich and Philip Mansel joined the ranks of 
Velonotte experts. “Night is the best time for flights of imagination: so the words 
work much better”, says Sergey. 
 
Exhibition will feature amateur videos and images selected by curators from the posts 
of the more than 100,000 participants of Velonotte all over the world. On display are 
original artifacts from the tours – such as a piece of the memorial plaque that 
Velonotte had unveiled in Moscow at Petrovka street 27/16 - where architect 
Konstantin Melnikov lived during his happiest years – in the 1920s (the plaque was 
destroyed by vandals soon after installation) as well as art objects created for the 
events by various artists.  
 
Initially Velonotte (2007) started as a project of industrial landscapes – meditating 
over endless abandoned territories surrouning ultimate realization of constructivist 
Konstantin Melnikov, - The Gosplan garage – quite hard to get with public transport. 
«Bike helped to connect various viewpoints and stories into a coherent narration. It 
comes with the perfect speed and field of vision – in a sweet spot between walking 
and taking a bus». Dr.Yuri Shirkov, longtime Velonotte consultant, emphasize the 
romantic dimension of the nocturnal promenade: “guess this made architecture event 
suprisingly popular with young people”. 
 
Radio Velonotte 
How the people could hear the speakers? A normal megaphone stopped being useful 
after the second event – five hundreds of people need more amplification. During the 
event in Rome Velonotte tried to approach local communist Radio to organize 
broadcasting of the event. After receiving no response, Velonotte’s technicians built a 
pirate station. Pretty soon, though, Velonotte convinced journalists to do the live 
coverage and accompany the ride with music and stories. Resonance FM in London, 
Acik Radyo in Istanbul, Serebryannyi dozhd FM in Moscow were the first to 
cooperate. 
  
Bike advocates by chance  
Just four years later they were to set up the biggest ever excursion with 5,000 plus 
cyclists and here – without wanting it - Velonotte became bike advocates in Russia: 
city authorities and police had to consider and release permits – quite hard to obtain in 
this country. But it was already after Velonotte was brought to Rome - to explore its 
post-Risorgimento development –workers' settlements like elegant Garbatella or 
frugal Testaccio with a picnic on the lake of the EUR in the morning dew. SPQR 
police was surprisingly polite with cyclists that 2010’s may night, so the Romans 
were asking whether these kind policemen were brought from Russia. 
 
#HistoryIsCycling! is the Velonotte’s motto 
 
From New York to Irkutsk, from London to Rome 
The vast geography of Velonotte today includes never sleeping megacities - 
London, Rome, Moscow, Istanbul, St.Petersburg, but also cozy European 
destinations like Florence and Verona, alongside Siberian industrial giants 
Irkutsk & Krasnoyarsk.  
 
As for the 2018 plans, they will return to London with Velonotte Musica on 
June 16; they are also invited to AIA convention in NYC a week after with 
Velonotte New York: Before Brooklyn. The Moscow event is scheduled for 
the middle of August. In 2019 they plan to visit the jewels of Turin as narrated 



by young architects, and revive baroque botany of Rome with theater 
performances. Coming soon – LA & Santiago-de-Chile. 
 
Velonotte exhibition team: 

• Curated by Dr.Sergey Nikitin 
• Artworks by Daria Serebryakova (Moscow) 
• Architecture by Rustam Kerimov  
• Music by DJ Kostya (Sweet Underground DJs) 
• Advised by: Dr.Federica Patti, Dr.Valentin Diaconov, Prof.Marina 

Avdonina, Prof.Stefano Aloe 
• Thanks to Leonid Bratkin 
• Supported by Aglomeratsia & Zaryad.Pro 
• Cycles by LifeFitness 

 
FOR PRESS: 
For more Hi-res pictures can be found here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B5oxlzRr8b9UaWEwX0t6N2tJZkU?usp=shar
ing  
Visit site: www.Velonotte.com  
Instagram: @Velonotte 
Facebook: @Velonotte  
For press enquires:  
Maria Nikitina Shatlysss@gmail.com 
Sergey Nikitin Ser.nikitin@gmail.com 
 

         
1. Logos from various Velonotti  
2.Velonotte meets the dawn at Volga river in Kazan, Tatarstan 
 
 



 
3. Velonotte Albertina at the dawn - At the Albert Hall steps in London – 
after 5 hours narration of the urban transformations of the capital during 
the reign of Prince Albert & Queen Victoria 

 
4. Velonotte Roma Contemporanea starts from Colosseum – just to finish 
in the EUR next to the Square Colosseum  



 


